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BACKGROUND TO THE REPORT

This report is the result of some six months work in Tamil Nadu undertaken
=tier of the University of Madras Department of Adult and Cautioning

and some of the staff of the State Resource Centre in association
with Professor Alan Rogers, Rotary International Visiting Professor in the
University of Madras 1967-88.

The subject of the project was the literacy programme in which the Department
and the State Resource Centre were heavily engaged. Discussion

ethat the focal point should be the =limiters' - part-time instructors,"=
from the villages in which they teach, given traininf and support, materials
and mipervision, and mode responsible for the building Up and teething of a
group of some thirty adult learners over a ten-twelve month period; they are
paid a small sum for this work.

Originally it was hoped to pursue a participatory evaluation project with both
learners and animators, but discustion with project directors and supervisors
suggested that these bieier level functionaries did not feel that the animatora
peessesed the skills and insights neamsary to undertake such a prceect. Whilt
seemed clear was that we knew less about the animators than we thought s e
knew. Some of them left before the end of the course, and many of the others
were felt not to be innovative. Enquiries as to the reasons for these 'failures',
in the hopes that policies might be devised to reduce tte numbers of drop-outs
and uninnovative animators, failed to identify any general reasons.

But what also emerged was the fact that there were strong negative ar Andes
among the agencies towards some of the animators. These have been noted in
other sources. The Directorate of Adult Education (New Delhi), in its valuable
Handbook Training of Adult Education Functionaries published under the
National Adult Education Programme (NAEP), reported that

many previous attempts at organising adult literacy and adult
education campaigns, including Farmers' Functional Literacy, did
not succeed primarily due to lack of appropriate training
programmes for instructors, supervisors and other functionaries.

In Tamil Nadu, various evaluatory reports were publiahed under the aegis of
the Madras Institute of Development Studies (urns), and in the summary of
thee. reports it was stated that

the adult education instrucwrs (also referred to as animators) and
other higher level functionaries had not been able to create or
sustain enthusiasm among the illiterate adults, since the
functionaries themselves were not well equipped either by aptitude
or by training to play the role of change-agents (11

'Animator' is the word used in many parts of India for village level workers
in literacy and development procrammes. Elsewhere they go under different
titles such as instructors, facilitators, change agents etc. The word 'func-
tionaries covers all the workers in the programme, village level animator,
supervisor and project officer.
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A sample survey oir animator-trainess undertaken by MIDS suggs.t.d that
more than- 80% of these future animMors were characterised by negative
attitudes towards the rural poor and thst the training offersd to these
animatare the dicers did not change these attitudes and may even
have acme of thew

The lack of confidence and ideological commitment am. ong literacy
teachers undercut the grand intentions for structural transformation
of the NARP: some tutors actually became more conservative
through the experience, adopting the view that poverty and
illiteracy were the fault cf the poor and the illiterate who failed
through sloth and lack of motivation (2)

Several programmes experienced a hi0 drop-out rate of animators before the
completion of the programme; and few functiouaries chose to continue the

for a second phase. On other occasions, too few learners attended
Cgracia:salse(which was taken to mean that the animators were failing in their
task of encouraging learners to come), so that village literacy centres had to
be closed.

When it is remembered that the aim of the NAEP was no leas than that 'The
illiterate and the poor can rise to their own liberation through literacy,
dialogue and action_ ." it is clear that we are asking a great deal of our
animators. As the Handbook recognised, ''an adult educator is called upon to
...initiate and sustain adult education activities through the active participation
of the learners*. [3)

On the other hand, the project officers and supervisors we spoke to were able
to identifY several animators as being satisfactory and some as more than
satisfactory; and personal contact with a number of animators suggested that
they were not unmotivated or lacking in insights_ or ability. It therefore
seemed worthwhile to eraqsire whether these 'good" animMors ware seen to
possess experience and insights which made them valuable partners in the
adult education and development enterprise, either by using them apin as an
animator or by using their experience in planning the next project or in
helping with the training and support of new animators.

This led to a further point. Where an animater may be identified as 'good' (i.e.
effective), it can be argued that the programme has contributed more or less
permanently to the human resources of the village. The question therefore
arose as to whether this in fact happened: what did the animators do in thrir
own village Mat the programme bad been completed? Did they continue to
work in some way or other in their village? This would be a measure of their
motivation and commitment and the level of ability and confidence they had
built up during their literacy work.

We accepted the definition of 'good' (i.e. effective) and 'unsatisfactory'
animators from the agencies themselves. Our aim was to help the agencies in
their policy decisions and practice, and this had to be done within the terms
set by the agencies. We were not encaged in an evaluation of these
programmes but in a survey of their animators to see if they could be *misted
to become more effective.

2
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The prniect then defined itaelf - an attempt to see the animators in mist= to
their tank and the future which lay beyond their task. It would have been
possible to organise an outaider *active pisce of research; but we Isere more
interested in working with the animators to IWO if they themselves felt that
they possessed and insights which might enable them to undertake
the task sad even persuade the proiect officers and supervisors to use them
in the planning and training process.

We those three literacy programmes. a state-run program= (8), a voluntary-
body-run programme (V) and a university-run programme (U). We chose to
concentrate on rural animators, on the grounds that teaching literacy in an
urban environment with signs of literacy all around reinforcing the message,
thus cresting a supportive learning environment, is very different from
teaching literacy in a rural envirc. ment where the reletive lack of written
materials in signs, publications ar other forme creates an adverse learning
environment; the skills and attitudes of the litersey animators in these two
contexts are so different that. their training needs are also different. (We broke
this nile in that the YWCA in Madras asked us if we could use the same
research tool with the animators in their city-based literacy programme; the
results of this survey are printed as an appendix. The differences are marked).
And finally we chose a profect which had completed a literacy programme in
1983 in order to see what had happened to the instructors over the intervening
five years.

The process was a relatively simple one - to explore with the animators how
they saw themselves, their work and the agency they worked for. We would
also try to mplore their expressed attitudes and opinions and also their
activities as indicating their aft' udes and opinions. The metlwov employed
was a structured interview conducted in each came by someone aready well
known to the animators and in their OWD tongue; the results of this would be
discussed with the animators as a group and finally with a mixed group of
animators and agencies. We possessed no resources at all for this survey
(though the State Resource Centre helped considerably in several ways). so
that it was not possible to bring together the animators in any extended
residential meeting.

The interview schedule was constructed over several weeks by pilot interviews
and diecussion and grad% ally the outline of the research emereril. We wiabed
to help each agency to examine the selection processes whkh ilad apparently
on occasion led to the choice of 'unsatisfactory' animators (in Lieu own terms)
so as to avoid such choices in future. We wished to diN.,ver whether the
animators felt that they possessed the confidence and skills to do the work
required of them. We wished to find out whether the animators continued
with these same attitudes and confidence after they had cluipleted their term
of duty.

It was clear from the start that in the time available we could only pilot the
project; tne results presented here are not intended to be a final report but
merely an indication that this approach can yield much fruit.
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The field work was conducted by Fr Elias (Department of Adult Education) and
J Ragjanidoss (State Resource Centre), with help from several other

waken; the YWCA survey was conducted by Ms R Padmini Those mestinp
Ithich were held were attended by as many members of the team as possible,
but in the end the research programme over-ran the allotted time and some of
the mestinp were not held.

The survey is not intended to be a matter of academic enquiry alone; it is
intended to lead to policy decisions and changed practices - in particular
relating to

* the selection processes and training of animators,
* the development of inmervice support systems,

the continuing use of some animators as animators, planners and trainers.

Others may find other uses for the materiel in this report. Our objecbve is
not to blame the animators, but to suggest changes in our own work so that
they can be free to engage in the task mo many of them want to do effectively.

For the task of teaching literacy is a difficult one. This has been recognised
time and again, not least by the Directorate of Adult Education in ita
Handbook. The demands on the village-level worker are very great: it is not
a simple thing to encourage learners to come to classes day after day, and to
help them to realise the relevance and indeed the importance of the task they
are engaged in and to overcome the natural disappointments and hesitations
which come in any prolonged course of study, to 1)uild up in the learners a
sense of azhievement and success.

And it is important to remind ourselves that the main aim "L'i* report is not
to categorise the animators but to test the methodology; o not suggest
that all literacy animators - even all literacy animators in Tamil Nadu - are
like these people. We are suggesting that it is important for us to find out
just what they are like - and how we can best help them to do their work
ioetter.

Notes:

1. K Ramakrishnan, The Indian Adult Education Programme in Tamil
Nadu, in C Duke (ed), Combatting Poverty through Mult Education
(1985) pages 72-100.

2. Unpublished evaluation reports of AftgtiLiclucation Pr&trramme,in Tanul
Nadu. produced by Midras Institute or opment udies: iippraisal
of ro4e of state government (Dec 1982); Longitudinal study of the
programme and its outcome (Sep 1984); Linkages with development
programmes (Nov 1984); Problems of special target groups (Mar 1985);
Effects of concentration of adult education centres (Mar 1985).

3. Training of Adult Education Functionaries. a Handbook, published by
the Directorate for Adult Education, New Delhi 1985.
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CHAPTER 1: VIEW FROM THE TOP

Before looking at the animators, it is necessary brat to survey the attitudes
of the agencies, the state-run programme (8), the university-ran Proffraismat
(U), sod the voluntary-run programme (V). In particular we Deed to see by
what criteria sad for what role the supstvisces were appointed, the centres
chosen, the animators selected and how they were supported in their work,
and what were the reasons for failures (if any) 4.. I the programme. What follows
is based on interviews with the agencies.

Tbe State-run programme:

The State Project Officer at Madurantakkam, Chengleput District, 92 kms
from Madras, I. responsible for 100 adult literacy centres run in the evenings
(6-9 p.m.): each centre consisted of thirty learners. There are three full-time
supervisors who live iu neighhouring towns but they were not available for us
to meet. The centres have "the usual mixture of awareness, family planning.
agricultural new methods, animal husbandry, social welfare (health and
drinking water) as well as literacy" during the ten months programme. Most
of the centres are for women (all Ltie classes in our sample were for women).
No pod-literacy or follow-up programmes are offered.

The University-run programme:

A total of 28 classes were started by the University of Madras in 16 villages,
all within 10 lune of Poonamallee, a market town some 35 knis from the city.
Classes are run in the evening. One Project Officer (a lecturer in the
Department of Adult and Continuing Education) and one full-time supervisor
were appointed. All the centres were for the weaker sections. four lbr men
and 24 for women. This was the lest year of the programme: the University
was changing its approach to "an area approach to the eradication of literacy".

The Voluntary-body-run programme:

The Doraiaamy Generous Social Education Society has been workin in a series
of villages around its headquarters in Villavarayanallur 105 inns from Madras
for my y years. It has been engaged in the MEP and its successor for the
last t" eee years, with 30 centres each year and (in the first year only) some
post-ilteracy classes. Since the State Adult Education Programme was
implemented in and around Madurantakkam, the Society was asked to move
its literacy programme from around its headquarters to Uthirameru. some 60
kms from Villavarayanallur, using local animators and supervisors stationed
in that area. 30-40 learners formed a centre; most of them were aged between
16 and 35 but a few older. The majority of the centres were for women

Selection of supervisors:

:MAO: Whereas many of the Project Officers in the state-run programme were
administrators or teachers released and transferred to the NAEP. the full-time
supervisors were normally required to be recruited from unemployed graduate
teachers; 901 of the supervisors in the state-run programme in Tamil Nadu

Cragsa
B.Ed. This is often their first job and they are employed temporarily

iaeperiod of ten months without knowing if they will be re-employed or
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continued in office (though in fact moat are continued into the nest _plisse of
thpspoLrormnie unless they get themselves a permanent job). They are

by the District Adult Education Officer after inWiriew and are
:resigned by him to a Project Officer (who is not consulted or involved in the
interview) on the basis of three supervisors to every 100 centres. The
supervisors are responsible for the training of Use animators. Some of them
were trained alongside the animators; very few special training programmes
were held for supervisors. The three supenisors in Madurantakkam were
typicel of thew. requirements. All three were men although most of *itemises
were for °NW

The University Department selects supervisors from smong its
MA (Andragogy) graduates on the grounds that "this course with

its practical field-work provided adequate experience and training for
supervisors"; on further training is provided. The supervisor is selfti.M "for
his ability to plan, implement, monitor and evaluate the programmes". He
I. appointed on a onr-year contract and encouraged to find a permanent post
after the end of this term of employment; the post is not seen as a career
step. 'The rate of pay M,s800 per month plus travel), lack of career
orientation and incentive, do not attract many applicante".

The supervisor is supported by an elaborate monitoring team comprising the
staff and students of the Department which (in theory) meet. every Monday
(sometimes in the Department, sometimes in one of the centres and once a
month with all the animators) u a Village Monitoring Committee. This
Committee reviewed each centre in terms of attendance and performance "on
the development literacy pattern: a survey of needs placed in a hierarchy
which feed into the development cycle leading to educational needs. These
needs are checked at each monthly meeting. Participation and attitudinal
changes are also assessed". The system was however not operational in the
second half of 1987.

One supervisor (male) was appointed in January 1987; he left after five
months and in August another supervisor (male) was appointed who remained
with the programme to the end of the year. He surveyed the work being done.
cloud a number of centres where attendance of animator or learners appeared
to be unsatisfactory, found some new animators where the first appointments
had left, and supervised the rest of the animators in the programme.

hnta: The voluntary agency advertised in the local newspaper; many
applications were received. The selection was done by a panel of people from
tM agency: many of the candidates in the end were unwilling to serve, but
the successful candidate (mrle) was qualified but unemployed teacher and
social worker who came from a Scheduled Caste background from the area in
which literacy classes were being held. The agency verified that he would be
acceptable to the local population and then appointed him as supervisor. He
participated in the six-day residential pre-service training course for animators.

Selection of centres:

The programme was based on the need to cover the whole block
isub-Districil systematically. One third "had been covered last year", a second
third in the current year, and the fine!. third would be covered in the
succeeding year. Centres were choaen according to the population statistics and
the numbers of weaker section persons. All the centres were for women.

6
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The centres were up to 25 lune from the office in bladurantakkam. Twenty
revue villages had more than ocie literacy centre (dams); some had as many
as five damn. In some of those villages, aduk education dames run by a
valuation body had already been commenced but those cowed when the
otateeun programme commenced. But normally (as with other State-run
programmes), the agency "chose not to continue the poegramme in a given
village for a second plisse on account of insufficient response"

MIXThe centres were Amen by the supervisor on the basis of
to the university ILI the possibility of obtaining learners as

marled by the local opinioo leader(s). Nine villages had OW centre, the other
N ivea hod two clams each. The centres were clustered in groups some 35 kips
from the University.

111r:

Centres were placed in those villages in which the Society was
weiting in its other development programmes. Some were as far as 60 kms
away from the Society's headquarters. Sane of the previous year's centres had
been cloud when the state-run programme entered the villages. Each velage
had two classes.

Selection of animators:

isms: The animators were chosen after a village survey conducted by the
supervisors from recommendations made by the panchayat president, village
headman or mansit. Forme were issued ("free of met"), and out of nearly 200
forms issued, some 160 were returned. Interviews were held in the villages
or in the Education Office at Madurentakkain. Selection was based on
educstional level: all were SSLC or at least 6th Standard. "Social miad" was
important but less important than educational attainment.

A 'good' animator was regarded as one who "runs the class according to the
timetable, can give craft skills (for example, making soap powder), gives
special dosses. 13ome are innovative".

One animator was selected for each centre; nose took more than one class
In every ease they came from the same village as the centre. All were first
time mainiators. The unsuccessful applicants were held in reserve; substitutes
were appointed if any animator leaves.

yalnrest4:6: The supervisor chose the animators on the basis of local opinion.
were chosen not for their SSLC or other educational level (some had

only 6th Standard) but on "their ability to meet the role of awareaess,
functionality and literacy; their personal abilities. mobilisation and
articulation, as judged by an informal interview". "There is no rush for the
job" since the rate of pay [Re100 per month without travel costs] is regarded
as low; Wine had to be persuaded to take the task. One animator was chosen
for each dam, all from the same village as the centre. Nearly one third W221
had served as literacy animator at least once before; the rest were first-time
animators. All taught one class only.

In some cases, substitute animators were appointed when the original
animator dropped out but in other cases this was not poseible and the centre
wil dosed. In one case, the substitute animator approached the supervisor
and asked for the job, but in all the other cases the same march process was
undertaken by the supervisor.

r
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itaiketux; Notices were placed in the choseu villages asking for volunteer*.
ln *eyelid cares there was mire *hag one applicant and a selcction committee
compared of the Society and village leaden made the final choke on the heels
of ,fan interview. More than 100 persons were interviewed far 30 centres.
Selection was on the basis of "social mind" mere than educatiora qualifications.
Some craft skills and facility with nags and dances were also regarded as
necessary. Education el level (SSLC or failed Standard 10) was reduced in the
case of female animators (Standard 9). Animators always came from the same
village, never frOIM outside; no chosen village failed to produce at least one
suitable candidate. Most of them were first-time animators; experience by
itself was not a major critei ia. And no animator taught more than one class.

Some reserve animators were also selected; the chosen animator "knows the
unsuccessful candidates, and sometimes they help as well, though unpaidTM.

Training and support systems:

The NAtP allocated 115 or the budget to each programme for the pre-service
and in-se.v;ce training of functionaries; it suggested that 21 days of training
should he provided for the animators, half of it pre-service, half of it
in-iervice. Again there was a requirement that 25 days of every month should
be spent by the supervisor in visiting the centres so that each class would be
covered at least once in each month. The regulations of the UGC uhier which
the university-run programme operated were different.

State: The training of animators was provided by the field functionaries; only
Ole chosen animators were trained, net the stand-by animatoi-.. It consisted
of one block of ten days of pre-iiervice training at Madurantakkam, and
involved the supervisors and Project Officer. Those animators who were being
used a azond time attended the full ten-day pre-service training programme
again but were used as group leaders or other assistants.

Each orientation course varied; the SRC helped to plan them. The animators
were asked for feedback on the training and the response rate was about 505.
Some of the animators were used in the planning of the in-service training
programmes, which consisted of three two-day courses dealing with special
subjects like health and hygiene, animal husbandry etc.

Vni..erAity: A two-day pre-service training and orientation course was planned
for th animators but this was reduced to one day owing to other commitments
on the part of the University Department. This took place one month after the
programme had begun. During this one-day course, "the objectives of NAEP
were explained, techniques of teaching were imparted and confidence building
and behavioural modification given". Two in-service courses of two days each
were planned but not executed in the current year: one day of in-service
training was provided to the animators, a family planning day attended by the
local M.P.

The first supervisor did not visit the centres regularly; the replacement
supervisor visited those centres which remained open from August 1987.
Supervisor and animators met on average once every month; this meeting
provided "an opportunity for a review of performance and individual success or
failure stories which were corroborated by the records of the classes end by
the supervisor. According to the University Project Officer, -the weak link is
the superviso; The necess:try support system for the animators is "a

8



committed supervisor, but this will not be possible until the post becomes a
career post".

Yoluntw: The Doraisamy Generous Social Education Society called upon the
Mate &mum Centre for *re-service training of its animators. A six-day
remidential course was held at the Society's headquarters dealing with teaching
technianes and materials and with confidence building; this was apparently

eppeydated by the animators. A four-day in-service residential meeting
was hdd at the same place after four months; it consisted mainly of specialist
input amnions. Regular (monthly) meetings of animators were also held;
during these meetings progress was evaluated. About 25% of the time was
spent on administrative matters, 75% on matters relating to literacy teaching.

The Project Officer (the Society's Director) and the supervisor met once every
week to review progresa. But the distance of some of the centres from the
headquarters was felt to be a hindrance to regular support systems. The
supervisor thus functioned independently in the area ofoperation. He had good
rapport with thr community as one of themselves, and with the local Block
Development Officer and other officials in the Development Department. He
conducted one-day in-service training programmes with the animators which
the agency's representatives participated.

Closures:

The State Resourf!-: Centre in Tamil Nadu suggests that a drop-out rate of
some 40% of hteiscy animators is normal for each year. The reasons given are
lack of commitment on the part of the animators and inadequate training.

Ptak: out of 100 centres opened at the start of the programme. all of them
completed the course. Those animators who left during the programme did so
for the kllowing reasons: two to get married, one for pregnancy. All three
were replaced by others from the same village,

wvccutv: out of 28 classes, 15 lasted to the end. One was closed in the
first two months, seven in six months, three more within nine months of the
ten-mouth programme.

The reasons given were as follows: three of the original animators were
replaced by other animators as they were judged to be unsatisfactory. Four left
to get married, two left io have children. Seven more were stopped at the
mid-term review becausie the attendance of the animator and/or the learners
was deemed to be unsatisfactory, and a further three were stopped after nine
months for the same reason.

Substitutes were appointed 13 the supervisor in mally cases. The criteria used
were that the animator sho d be "a young person (if a girl. unmamedi with
no family ties, from within the same village, not an outsider; if possible with
SSLC, having Nome local influence and sociability". The selection was made
(if possible: in some villages it was not possible to find a suitable candidate)
atter consulting the (male) local panchayat leaders. The other animators where
they existed were invited to offer suggestions but the learners were not
consulted. The new animator was given no pre-service training and only the
same in-service training end support as the other animators - i.e. they fitted
into the vacant slot without preparation. The supervisor was instructed to tell
the new animators what was needed but the Project Officer was ''not sure how
much time was spent on this".

9



The university indicated that it "seta high ideals on paper but that the
teflon is weak because of oporaticeal reasons (mainly financial
and the weakness of the supervisor". The critena of success set by

the unvinity "is net attendance but costinuatios to the end eves if there are
ealy 2 or 3 1'. but most at the cestres were closed for unastiaortory
attesdarice pallerns. The usiveresty used its students to conduct a pre-test but
there was no systematic post-test of achievements or attitudinal changes;
"informal spot-checking is dose from time to time".

Voluntary: Out of 90 centres opened at the beginning of this year's
programme, all 30 completed the course.

Additional note: reasons for closure

The following was supplied to us by the University progranuae:

the insincerity and disinterest of the animator; she was not the right person
to have been appointed; she should have recruited the learners .. it is the job
of the animator to persuade them to come; .. her irregular attendance and
drop-out rate show ibe failure of the animator..

.. the animator is now busy with a new job, self-employed, so she doesn't
care any longer because she can earn more ...

.. the animator, a BSc graduate, was well off and therefore not very
interested, only worked for one month. If he had only had a Certificate, he
would have been sincere.

.. she got pregnant ..

.. her husband opened a bunk [petty storej in a neighboaring village and when
he was away buying supplies, she had to work in the shop ..

.. her husband opposed her work; he was a drunkard. It was a sudden
change of mind ..

.. she lived with her parents away from her husband, and ran the centre
from her parents' home; after some months, she returned to her husband and
the centre is closed.

.. she got married and moved away alter 6-7 months; no-one knew of the
marriage, it was a love marriage; she eloped.

10



CHAPTER 2: THE ANIMATORS: AS THEY SEE THEMSELVES

The following survey is based upon a sample of animators drawn from the
three literacy programmes as follows: fifteen out of the thirty employed by the
voluntary agency (VI, fifteen out of the 100 employed by a state programme
(13), and 22 out of 28 animators employed by the university programme (W.
All the state animators were women; 8 of the 15 voluntary body animators
were women, the other *even were men; and 19 of the university animators
were women, three were men.

SELECTION OF ANIMATORS

Criteria of selection:

The criteria for selection of literacy animators have been cbscussed on many
occasions but there still seems to be no general agreement. Some agencies
concentrate on background, stressing that the animators should come from the
same sort of social environment as the learners. Others stress the educational
attainment level and the possession of useful skills which can be passed on to
the learners. Some assert that the animators need to have good standing in
their local community. Others again look for "a social mind", a sense of
concern, an openness to the needs of the learners, sensitivity and
innovativeness.

All those who choose animators seem to assume that these skills and attitudes
already exist ready made. They rely on their training to reinforce the existing
attitudles and to provide new knowledge and skills rather than to develop the
confidence and motivation of the animators.

Identity with the learners:
All the animators in U and S came from the same village (in one case from a
colonielthe same village) in which the centre was held; but in the case of
V at two came from neighbouring villages and lour from colonies attached
to the centre village. In all cases, the centre was within walkable distance for
the animator.

Since all three programmes were directed at Scheduled Castes or Backward
Classes, it is not surprising that virtually all the animators were of the same
caste as the learners; two of the V classes were made up of mixed castes. All
the three agencies used significant numbers of Christians as animators who
were teaching all Hindu or mixed groups of learners. All the animators taught
classes made up of learners of the same gender except one man (V) who taught
a mixed group.

There were, however, differences in the age levels. 7 (out of 22) of the U
(32%). 9 (out of 15) of S and only 4 (out of 15) of the V were under 20. It
would appear that the majority of the animators in the S programme felt
themselves to be markedly younger than their learners; those in both the V
and the U programmes were markedly older.

11



Social status:

Perhaps this is related to the fact that whereas two thirds of the S and U
centres were held in the animators own bows, this was rare with the V
programme. There was policy of encouraging this with both of these former
agencies, even when on occasion it was inconvenient to the learners ("it is at
the entrance of the village ta new settlement) near the main road, the learners
are settled a little in the interior"). The V programme did not apparently
encourage thin

Even when they used their own house for the literacy class, many of the
animators came from the same port of home as those of their
Nevertheless, it is true that so far as we were able to see, most of the
animators came from the upper strata of the village or colony community.
Most of their houses had electricity and several had television, especially in
the U programme.

regniocSjoa: Only two of the S animators seem to have come from families in
a position of some influence (one obtained the post of animator "through a
bribe:* jiaid to the local MIA), but many more of those in the V (11/15) and
U nom) propainmes were well connected ("the local AIADMK (pohtical party)
President introduced me to the Project Officer and submitted my application ).
Many of the animators themselves or immediate members of their family were
invnlved in political parties, trade unions and other bodies such as the village
Congress Party Committee, the Ambedkar Mandram, the Shivaii Mandram,
the panchayat, the village Mather Sangam, the Kamatchi Amman (Ladies)
Mandram, the local mil'-.lw mandram, Agricultural or Milk Co-operative
Societies, the Co-operative Weaving Sangam or the village Parents Teachers
Association.

This means CNA a significant number of the animators had already served or
were serving as voluntary or social worker in their village: eleven out of the
total fifty two were noonday meal scheme organisers, others served as "a
volunteer conducting classes for the children in the village for many years",
"giving free tuition for children in my village". "obtaining books for some of the
schoolchildren" or coaching adults on a pereonal level, getting pensions for
some of the older persons in the village etc. It is not surprising that this role
continued while they served as literacy animator: "the learners", said one of
the animators, approach me for &dance regarding pensions", and others said
similar things.

It is therefore stu-prising that all the S and V animators were being employed
as literacy instructor for the first time. On the other hand, one third (822)
of the U animators had acted Li a literacy instructor earlier: two of them had
engaged in this task three times and two four times. One had been a nutrition
instructor and another a tailoring instructor in her own village. There will
thus a great deal of experience among the U animators. Nevertheless, even
among this group, two thirds (1442) were doing this work for the first time.

Family: Two thirds of both the S and the V animators, but less than a half
of the U animators, were unmarried; this probably reflects the age difference.
for the U animators were on the whole older than the other two _groups. Most
of the married animators had very young children at home, and several were
or became pregnant during the time of the class. On the other hand, sever-
al of the unmarried girls who were appointed as animators gave up the task
during the year to get married and move to their husband's new home. Where

12
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animators got married but stayed on in their native village, they usually
continued with the task of being animator.

Family circumstances affected a good number of these animators. One or two
heed with their parents altos their menhir but at some time duriug the year
they went to live with their husband, giving up the task of animator. 'Two
lefi. their husbands to return to their parents' home. Sometimes the husband
Isuni=d - even directed - a woman animator in the task; more often theY

the wok, sometimes stopping it altogether ("my husband did not like
me doing this job; I could not ask the reason").

ageggiigeg: Seven of the V animators and eight of the S animators (60% in
each case) were unemployed (omitting the married women at home); 16 (out
of 22) of the U animators were unemployed. A few (mostly men but including
at least one woman) were engaged in their own jobs, and one or two left the
work of literacy animator to develop their own busine-A. There seems to have
bean a greater same of security among the animatacs than among the learners:
'1 have no plans to get a job; my future is secure because of a regular income"
(a womaa); ''iny main preoccupation is employment: 1 am not much worried
about the village as I am rather well off among the others with a good house
with electricity and a television set" (a mea) -

What is perhaps more significant is that in both U and V (but not 14.!
programmes, a significant number of animators came from families with
different occupation from that of the learners; two thirds of the U animators
came from non-agricultural backgrounds. Those from an agricultural background
were of cou, le coolies (day-labourers). In all three programmes. one or two
animators came from landed families (one from the landlord's family).

Nducatioaal

Standard 8- 8 9- 9 10- 10 SSLC-SSLC +2- +2

S
U
V

2
1 3

1
4

2 1

1

9
II 3
7 3 I 3

It seems clear that V was able to use academic achievement and social position
in the selection of animators; six of the V animators came from wealthy andlor
influential families in the village and the academic level of the V animators
was markedly higher than those of S and U: Thirteen of the U animators and
6 of the V animators had received some post-school non-certificated training
and one had completed a post-school certificated course; only one of the S
animators had taken any form of post-school training: subjects ranged from
tailoring (with an instnictor's certificate) and other crafts (knitting.
embroi&ry, wire bag making. weaving) to typing, from first aid and home
nursing to telephone operator and postal despatch. Nine of the V animators
had acquired useful skills, against one of the S animators and two of U
animators. And more than two thirds of the V animators felt that they had
useful skills to pass on to the learners; relatively fewer of the other animators
felt like this. It would thus seem that V had been able to recruit animators
of a higher educational level than any of the other agencies: no-one with less
than 10th Std (failed) was employed by this agency. And this was reflected in
their more positive attitudes and greater confidence.
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What was murpriaing was tbe significant number of animators who did not read
any books er magazines regularly or who, if the" did. "did not use them in
the metre" - surprising especially since some of the animators realised that
several of the learners "wanted to read the papers". Most of them said that
they read aewapapers and magazines "when they could get them"; but even
the material moat out regularly by the State Resource Centre was not usou:
ilholeaavoi/ is supplied to me lout I do sot read it", was a comment made by
more than one of the aaimators, and it was clear from their homes that they
did net in fact read very much, if anything. It is hard to me bow anyone can
teach others to read when they themselves do not in fact read. Apparently
none of the agencies felt that this was a criteria worthy of making enquiry
Aced.

ar: We have already men that the policy of the State and the
erisity-run programmes in choosing vilWm because of their location or

other convenience, coupled with a more rigid policy of appointing animators
from the same village and indeed from the same colony, mean that the agency
is often forced into finding - even persuading - someone who is reluctant to
take on this demanding task. usually for the first time. Such a policy will
mean that extra suppor( will be needed to enable these people to build up their
motivation, their confidence and their skills to engage in literacy teaching.
But in fact, -these agenciox offered less in the way of support than the
voluntary-body-run programme.

Selection procedures:

Although the State-run programme issued forms and received more applications
than it had vacancies, most of the S animators said that they were first
approached by tbe supervisor; only three applied of their own volition. The
interview was man as a formality. The V animators felt that the interview
was more influential, though three had been approached first by the village
leaders and one by the supervisor. All the U animators except one (who had
volunteered to fill a vacancy left by an animator who had left) were apparently
persuaded to take up the work by the supervisor aed/or the village leaderis).
There was a good deal of persuasion used, though caw said it as cleirly as the
animator who reported that "the supervimor approached me directly and asked
me to be the animator. Without knowing about my mind and without allowing
me to decide freely, I was asked to organise a centre". Others echoed this
appreach: n'he supervisor visited the village; he made me to write the
application"; "the supervisor selected me, then I submitted the application".
In at least two cases (both women), the animators were directed to take the
task by (in one case) their husband and lin the other case) their father. When
asked why they thought they had been chosen. only three of the S or U
animators mulct give reasons (my experience was, I think, the criterion", 1
sin unemployed and one of the academically qualified persons in the colony").
Nearly half the V animators were able to indicate what strengths they felt they
had which would enable them to teach literacy to adults - perhaps a reflection
of the more careful interviews which were conducted in this case.
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CHAPTER 3: THE ANIMATOR& HOW THEY FEEL

Towards tbe job
Unless the animators feel that the task is one worth doing and 3ne within
their capabilities, they will not undertake the work with any measure of
effectiveness. We fried to explore the animators' attitudes towards the task
and towards themselves in relation to the task.

We asked all the first time animators why they were doing it. Three said for
money and one said, "I expected sane favour through the project like a loan
or better ish" (when he gad not get anything, be admitted that he "got
discouraged" and gave up the literacy work). Most of the rest gave social
usefulness reasons in more or less traditional terms: "some of my friends were
illiterate and so I was willing to do this work"; "I was at home witstinz time,
I want to do something useful, beneficial to the people and to my family".
Some said they wanted their !Scheduled] caste "to come to life", and the
context of the interview sorted the sentiment was genuine. One eveo said
that she did this against wish of her husband because she wants people
to ''come up in life".

Moat (44) of the 52 animators said Um liked the job, some in strong terms
("it's fun to be with them") and wished to continue - 20 of them even if they
were not paid for the work (1 will do it without pay *leo"; "1 will do the same
work even if I am not paid"; "I will do the work without payment") - though
11 others indicated that they would only take the class if they were paid (1
will not do any job if I am not paid").

Their awareness of the task and whot it entailed varied. Just as few of them
were aware of what they themselves pessessed to enable them.to undertake the
task, so few were unable to indicate what they felt the work needed. Nor
could many of them identify dearly what they most liked and what they most
disliked about the job. 1 clo not know what is the best and worst activity in
the job"; "1 am not able to decide and say ..", though others could. For
example, "I like the training programmes% "coming into contact with many
people"; "being with the learners and teaching them"; "it's a self-fulfilling
activity which helps me to forget my family problems and brings joy and
happiness", or more specifically organising the tour (outing)", dance, music,
tear- hing singing or handicrafts, numeracy teaching MUMS. telling riddles.
discassion. Or the bad items: 'when the learners have to be called out from
their homes practically every day" (this was repeated often); "some learners
come to the centre fully drunk"; "their slow learning"; "organising group
chorus singing 1 hate"; and "maintaining registers". But on the whole. it is
clear that these animators had not learned to look in any depth at what they
were doing; their training had not led them to self-analysis or even awareness
of their immediate environment.

On the other hand, most of the animators (32152; this includes only one of
the 13 animators however) were able to identify tealistic developmental needs
for their village. "Keeping the village streets clean; supply of water;
co-operative activities; construction of hams" is one typical list. This was in
many ways the strongest set of responses received from these animators, and
many were practical suggestions - a primary health centre, a library,
widening and cleaning the roads, a milk society, loans - especially "for
self-empioyment for %VOIDED", & spill&ing 1:1211Chine (in a weaving village), a
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playground, a post office and shop, ?oriel forestry, a tailoring and carpentry
centre, an association "to stop &inking" (from a male animator), "frequency
el buses to be increased" and so on. AW at least sight indicated that they
were already engaged in such werk on a voluntary basis: '1 have &mussed
with the voluntary agency about the improvement of the village"; "1 ens
hopeful of achieving this". There were of course some with negative or

tewsmient attitudes: "I am not bothered about community problems"; "the
Deeds improvement in every aspect; it is the responsibility of

government to solve the problems in this village" - which makes one wonder
why these persons were selected as animaters in the first place since their
'social mind was not in tune with the work they were being aged to do But
there were more with positive attitudes towards development and with practical
ideas for improvements, and *mild with positive intentions as well.

The7 were more aware of the material rather than the human resources
available for the work. Half of them (24/52) were conscious of the lack of
certain materials ("We wish to have more teaching learning materials') and had
asked their supervisor for more materials but they complained that these were
not forthcoming. One third could identify some of their major difficulties in
helping the learners to learn - mainly helping them to overcome their problems
and attend regularly, though nearly a half (22/52) of these animators indicated
that they had 'no problems in teaching a view which their other responses
denied. Again half (25/32) of those questioned could make suggestions of ways
to improve the workizi, of the class: the provision of new supplementary
readers, the provision of n separate classroom or of a sewing machine or of a
radio set; new courses in handicraft skills, occupational activities and
employment opportunities; and even "it will be better if you lengthen the
period of teaching the learners" (several echoed this point).

Most of the V and U animators indicated that they would wish to continue to
meet with their learners after the end of the course and some had already
agreed to do so: "I have a plan to meet the learners. I have told them that
I will help them even if the class is over"; "1 can borrow some story books and
give them to the learners"; "if they want to learn further, I will meet them
and give them some story books to read" . though one pointed out that "once
the programme is over, all the materials will be collected by the agency" (U).
One of the animators spoke about "making the literacy class into a learning
centre of occupational skills. Employment is a major problem and so
employment opportunity should be crested". Basket making and candle making
were the skills she had in mind, havieg learned these from the agency, and
she expressed her intention "to do it on a co-operative basis with the learners".
But it was most marked that these attitudes and intentions did not on the
whole exist among the S animators.

Only a quarter 11/52) of the animators indicated that they wished to maintain
contact with the agency which was employing them at this time. Some said
that they would wish to continue to work in literacy programmes but "with
another agency"; "1 would prefer to work here under a different agency". The
attitudes to the agencies - mostly as represented by the supervisor - were on
the whole negative: "if I am in town, I may casually peep in", but normally
no ongoing relationship existed: loyalty bad apparently not been built up by
training and continuing support.
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Towards themselves

Lass than a third (most of them among the V animators - 7/'5) could say that
they thought that they possessed any special cluaracteristics which would enable
them to do this work. at sense of conhdence was in many cases absent. I am
talented enough for the job but not confident enough"; "I did not try for any
other job as I do not have the ability and moreover I am a wonsan". Their
awareness of need was strong: I need some new methods" was repeated again
and again. And they noted that they had been consulted only over the location
within the village of the building in which the class %VOW be held and the
timing of the class - and even on these matters in many cases (at least 22152
and probably more) the decisions had been taken by others (village leaders,
supervisor, even the MIA).

The lack of confidence is revealed by (among other things) their attitude to the
preparation of teaching-)earning materials l'or their learners or to the taking
of other action OD their own initiative. Although one animator said, 1 have
not prepared any materials because of my economic problem", the most usual
reason given was the lack of direction or support from the supervisor: "I never
thought about it, neither lud the supervisor suggested that I do it", a view
supported by another animator who said that Ore had never prepared any
material by herself, nor had she been directed by the supervisor to do so,
and by a third animator who described herself as "a beginner who had "never
prepared any material" by herself, nor had the supervisor helped her to
prepare such material.

Nevertheless, a considerable number had prepared teaching-learning materials
for their learners: "charts and pictures", "alphabet cards"; "I arranged guest
lectures". Following the training course, one of the animators prepared candle
wax and cleaning powder in her centre; she also used newspapem and cinema
posters for her teaching. Others pressed all aorta of material into service: "I
advise the learners to read the wall posters"; "I use my person& tape recorder
in the centre and play the cinema songs", replied one animator who had no
television available. One of the animators spoke perceptively when she said:
"I use books to motivate them. There is no criticism or discussion on the
stories; the young women are interested in learning literacy and knowing
things, whereas the older women are interested only in listening to stories'.
The number of animators among this group who had used in their classes
different types of material obtained on their own initiative from various sources
("charts from government 0 Tartments" etc) was considerable.

Nine of them used their own television for the learners though some viewed
television negatively: "most of the days people are interested in viewing the
television - television has demotivated the learners to attend the centres
regularly", is a view shared by two or three of these animators. But it was
not shared by others: "television is used for viewing good and useful
programmes, it is a motivating device, said one animator who like others in
this set used it to watch dramas, songs, dance. agricultural stories: "every
Sunday [which is not a class dayl we see the film, alter that it is discussed
with the learners".

Nearly a half of them (very few in the S programmer indicated that they were
actively seeking si job; one or two had concrete plans for themselves.
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The group then included some one third who had little or no confidence in
themselves and who did very little beyond mechanical teaching, end & third
who felt confident enough to take innovative action.

Towards the learners

MI the animetors - with hardly an exception - knew their learners well.
Without consulting their registers, they knew how many and who attended
regularly, who did not and why; how many were totally illiterate and how
many were school dropouts; and the ages of most of them. Virtually su could
list at least ten, most of them 15 or ism, of tbe names of the learners
immediately. 'Two of the learners had a family quarrel, so did not came to
the centre any more".

Whoa asked if they knew what the learners came to the clam for (apart frons
literacy), most of theta (38152) could identify sonietWag that the kal110111 came
to the CIMINO for (though one admitted that "the &Jerome come to the centre
to enable me to get my salary and most of them are my relatives", though
even in this case, the animator was quite certain that the learners dail
wanted to learn literacy). The range was wide and varied - to learn about
income and expendAure. to get a loan, to hear the news, to learn a craft or
ozlipies or new agricultural equipment or mathematics, to improve their

knowledge, to get correct measure from the ration shops and so on.
FaTase's'id, "The widow learners come to gain courage and strength to do their
job alone". Others said that the learners came so as not to depend on others:
"they want to become independent persons by learning literacy skills"; "men
feel that they should become literate before getting married". Many were clear
that "the harmers tend to link literacy shill with better Sob onoortunity".
though some of the animators realised that this was unrealistic: "I could not
give what they expected, like a job. Their needs were not fulfilled. Being
men, they had other concerns and so they did not take the class very
seriously. Wreovw, not all the learners wore totally illiterate". Nevertheless,
such intentioas 1%110 seen to exist among the learners, and the identification
of the intentions of the learners can be used as the basis for teaching literacy.
But they all claimed that they did not have the materials to teach the learners
what the learners wanted to learn. Nooe of these animators apparently
discussed the learning or the class activities with the learners.

The animators were divided about the motivation of the Waivers in regard to
literacy Paelf. The reasons for learning to read given by the animators were
the traditional ones: to read name boards, bus signs, cinema posters, film
titles; to stop being cheated or to obtain a fair wage; to write letters and to
learn to read documents; to help their children with their education. Thirty
three of our 52 animators felt that the learners were motivated to learn (for
example, "most of the learners are self-motivated. &me come to the centre
without my canine them. They come with a lot of eagerness ... Many are of
my own age and learning is a leisure activity", was the response of a younger
animator). Another four felt that the motivation of the learnerb was mixed
("some learners are not well motivated; but others want to learn"; "they want
to learn literacy but if there is work or a new film in the nearby theatre, all
of them will be absent"). Only 8 felt negatively about the learners' motivation
to learn. There were thus strongly positive attitudes towards the learners
among many of these animators, and at the ume time an awareness that the

they were teaching were very mixed. It is not clear how their training
Kr:surelped them to cope with this wide range of motivation and intentions.
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Asa most of the animators could em something of the problems which faced
the imusers. More than thiity listed these problems in some detail. The
statements were not just the traditioaal pointing to the competing demands of
coolie work, house work and family needs (especially cluldren's illnesses),
though al course these featured ia the amHmsu. 'Because all are labourers,
they feel tired to eit after work; during t. season, they do not come to the
centre". Some went beyond this and clearly empathised with the Isomers:
'after coming from work, they are tired, prepare food, fetch water; when
they are late, they hesitate to come in the dark. Parents also discourage
them'; "being daily wage labourers, the learners come to the metre only late
in the vsnings and tired. They have to cook at home after their work, feed
their husban and children Wm* they could step out of their homes. Fame
husbands restrict their attending the literacy ceatres"; "after work they look
tired; the water problem is acute, they have to go fetching water, look after
their children, their husbaods call them in the middle of the clam. Many

lAtrcoming to the class". 'The learners do want to learn. However, they
iedtdifficult to have one square meal a day. The water problem certainly

affected the learners. Those responsible have never taken any concrete steps .

And these animators were aware of the problems the learners had once they
came to the classes: "Sow, learners pick up fast and others are slow. I have
to repeat. When it is done, the fast learners lose patience"; "it is difficult for
me to make them write in the notebooks. The learners were shy to study and
to be in such a set up (i.e. with lots of children present also). When their
answer was wrong, others laugh at them So they tend to withdraw". "They
don't easily understand and easily. I have to catch their hands and
help them to write"; "many out because they felt shy to study among
the children". 'Due to work, ey found it difficult to attend the literacy
centre They could not think of learning anything in the beginning. Then
slowly they got used to it and picked up learning confidence". "ln general they
are enthusiastic, some days they are not. They became sociable and so the
centre became an interesting one . "One learner after learning wrote a letter
to his mother. The letter was corrected by me. There was a sense of
achievement in the learner".

While these animators could so often see the achievements of the learners
positively in the light of the very real problems of the learners, what they
could not see was how they themselves could help with these problems; the/
had received no guidance on these matters and were too diffident to ask: I
need help from others to develop my teaching ability but I do not know whom
to ask".
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CHAPTER 4: THE ANIMATORS : TRAINING AND SUPPORT Sunnis

Tomlin; literacy to adults is a most demanding task, and it requires all the
hdle animators can get - especially whim there are so many deniotivating
factors in the home, in the Tiller end in the due itself. Findin.an!!
building upon the motivating factors m the animtor's environment is a ',imam
task, especially if the animator is left to do it alone. We asked the animators
what they ttgt, of the training suad continuing support they received during
their year's

Pre-service training

All the 13 animators had taken advantage of the 10-day training provamme
for them by the field functionaries. They felt that the most

of it was the trainin in methods - communication skills, learning
to tsar :Ind to speak_ "I r.aliss& the need to communicate with others". Some
felt thee was more to it than this: "the animMor's attitudes and approaches
to teaching adults", "the exchange of ideas and discussion".

Similarly all the V saimstors had attended the 7-day residential training course
run by the State Resource Castro at the Society's headquarters. Again the
methods part was regarded as the most valuable, with one animator
mentioning drama and another discussion. Only one animator felt this training
was not valuable. Of the U animators, 17 of the 22 surveyed had taken the
one day of training offered by the University "one month after the inaugura-
tine of the literacy centre" (as one animator put it.). Four of the others had
receivee no pre-service training at all. They could not mention the most useful
parts of this training.

In-service trot! ni ng

The S programme offered three 2-day courses during the year; all the
animators attended these. It is not clear what value the aninvitors put upon
these but one or two mentioned that they were able to pass on to the learners
new knowledge on health, animal husbaDdry and family welfare, or that they
had learned through "skill demonstration". The V agency offered three days
of additional training. The most valuable part of this was seen by large
number of the participants to have been the session on evaluating ( ranking
the learners' progress. Two one-day courses were offered to the U animators,
and all of them except me took at least one of these. Again the value to those
who saw any value in them seems to have lain in the new knowledge they
provided; but most of the animators could not identify any value in them.

It is therefore not surprising that the request for further training was rather
muted. It is there nonetheless. "Inwardly I realised the need for training but
was afraid to communicate to the supervisor even*. Requests to "learn more
about new methods of teaching literacy" featured from time to time in the
interviews: "I felt the training was not enough and would like to attend more
training programmes". Several of them said that they would attend such
training if it were offered to them even if they were not 'laid, but others said
that they would need to receive their travel expenses and a few indicated that
they expected to be paid for attending such training.

20)
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These room'& related to the willingness of these animators to take a further
literaq, course when the current one was finished. A number said that they
would be willing to take another course, though several (especially ihe women)
ware limited in that they felt unable to go into another vliage or at least only
into a village where they were ksown: "I cannot go to a different village for
work"; "I cannot go to s different village as I am a woman"; "I waat te
continue the work even in a different village, but my parents will mot allow".
There is amongst a significant number of these animators a positive attitude
towards the job which can be built upon.

Support: supervisors
All the animators saw their supervisor regularly, ranging from twice to four
times every month. Half of them (27/52) saW that these visite dealt solely with
administrative matters: "It is purely an administrative meeting like checking
attendance"; "to check records"; "only administrative concerns were done; not
much interaction regardiag the teaching". "he looks into the attendance
register. I used to ask for learning materials from him which were never
sumplied". It is understandable that the supervisors would on the whole be
rauctant to discum the teaching in any detail as very few of them had any
experience of teaching a literacy class themselves; but some were more helpful:
"the supervisor takes the class sometimes, otherwise he writes the remark.

=74 the attendance". Others of the animators said that the supervisor
them to get more learners, but did mot indicate how they were to do

this; they felt they were 'belt on their own to do it. Indeed, the supervisor
seems on occa lion to have been more of a demotivator than a motivator for
these animators. Thus many said that when meeting the supervisor, they
"only listened to what be had to say". but "did not ask him" about their
problems or about new ideas of teaching or new teaching mt erials. 1 do not
talk about personal matters"; "nothir.g more than the administrativ.. concerns:
he also does not ask much". In many cases of course there is a g -der gap -
the supervisors are men, while most of the animators in this sample were
women. The V animators recorded that they talked with their supervisor
about classroom matters aed teaching methods more frequently. When asked
who they would turn to for amietance with their teaching problems. half of
this group (7/15) said "the supervisor". Very few of the animators in the other
programmes saw the supervisor as an assistant to them in teaching literacy.

It is clear from all the responses and from the meetings of animators we held
that the gatherings of animators with the supervisors were valued as an
opportunity ta. -et with the other animators more than to meet the
supervisor.

Support: other
Most of the S animators (12115) and of the U animators (17/22) (but only 4/15
of the V animators) taught in villages where there was more than one class
(centre). In most (but not all) of these cases, the animators got together and
sought help from each other: "we work hand in hand, so that we are a strong
force". Regularly the animators reported that they met each other and talked
about their classroom _problems: "I meet the other animators very frequently.
ask them how many learners come IA their centres and what do they teach
etc". "I arn a link person for the others - we meet frequently and share
common concerns"; "we help each other in running the centres; we are very
friendly"; "there are three centres: all the three animators meet in the village
often as friends"; 1 used to consult my co-animators regarding any doubts .
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CHAPTER & TRACER STUDY

We sought to find out from one of the species what those who had previously
served as Mersey animator won sow doing after a lapse of several yesrs: for
if stir work with them perm r: had been effective in building up their
coulidence and =duties int which a literacy programme cannot be
micceniful), then we would cc,* t to find tho-as still engaged in some form of
village development programme, 4ther on their own initiative or helloing some
Mbar agency.

A rural agency vie first apprtrached was unable to trace the past animators
after a period of five years a revealing statement about the relationships
created with those who worked for them as animators in an area of
coneiderable stability of population. We therefore worked with the Women's
Voluntary Service of Madras.

15119811:LY9111111CLIE

This is a non-profit non-sectarian organisation devoted to women's literacy
and development For the past 16 years, it has been working in both the
rural and urban areas, moaning hostels far working women, avthe centres for
children, training c. far rural women in public co-operation, family
welfare wientation camps, mass marriages etc. It has provided adult
education (literacy) classes for women singe its inception in 1972; from 1979
to 1987, as many as 28,441 women have7)been in these classes. Its convent
programme of literacy consists of 100 centes in the city (4000 women) and 300
centres in Pallavaram and Tainbaram p$chayats and Paddapai Block (12,000
women). WW1 has also undertaken post-Ieracy and follow-up programmes for
some 18,226 women who have iuceessfvMq completed the basic literacy course:
the current programme of this kind covers 4000 women in the city area.

The trac - study covered 15 women past animMors who were brought to the
agenty's Iseadquarters and asked to complete a questionnaire lin Tamil). The
group was typical of the other three groups as follows:

- 3 were Christian, 12 Hindu; all save one were married, with
children now aged from 1 year to 9 years; one was a graduate.
14 had passed B:SLC, and all save two had additional vocational
skills (tailoring, embroidery, binding, nursing). They were however
unusual in that they had been employed as animator for several
years by the same agency (in some cases es many as six years).

All of them indicated that they enjoyed their work as an
animator and that they thought they had done it well to their
satisfaction.

- Since completing their work, they have not undertaken any
regular paid employment; Dor do they work for daily wages. Ail
their husbands are employed.

- Half of them (8/15) are active members of a local association a
sangam), but 10/15 said that their family members are not
members of any organisation at community level.

Looking back on their training, these past animators said that they received
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CHAPTER & CONCLUSION

The first thing to be said by way of oesclusion is that the aim of the
sataken ko.. study means that more work is needed before we can be sureingit

the findingi represent a pispm picture. But we feel that we have proved the
point that the essthodo is adequate and the poseible findings will be
significant. We therefore moonimend that similar surveys should be
widertaken, adapting the interview schedules to local conditions and to the
enquirer's needs, for we feel mire that they would yield fruit.

The findings then are presented as the resalts Or a pilot study.

Are we 'electing the right people? Even allowing for esaggerations, bias and
gloss, it seems to us tUt two groups of animators emerp:

a) then are those (about one third of our sample) who have negative
attitudes about themselves, about the task sad about the learners. It
must be noted that we are not talking here of "not having a social mind";
we are speaking of people who believe that even if given _proper training
and support, they cannot help the kaisers to learn and ;hereon they
do not want to do the job. Mine our training may in some cases help
to develop more positive attitudes among some of these. most of these
should never in our opinion have been invited to serve as animators.
Some of these have law educational attainments, but the attitudes sze
not entirely related to the level of education received; some with SSLC
have negative attitudes while some with lower grades have positive
attitudes. It is important that our selection procedures do not push us
into using such people as animetors in future: our animators should be
people who believe in the task and in themselves.

b) there is a larger group (some two thirds) who possess positive attitudes
towards themselves, towards the task and towards the learners (though
very few have positive attitudes towards the agency which employs
them). It is this group which we should concentrate on.

Selecting the animators

As we have seen, the criteria for the selection of animators is four-fold: a
compatible social background, an adequate educational level, good standing in
the local community. and a 'social mind' - i.e. a sense of concern and a
willingness to work with those in seed.

One of the reasons why some ill-suited persons are appointed as animators is
the practice of selecting the villages for literacy programmes first and then
looking around for a local animator. An insistence on drawing the animator
from the same village or colony will in mine cases mean that it is impossible
to nin classes in some villages witbcu essing into service persons who are
reluctant, ill-equipped and unsuitable. The danger of the class ceasing to exist
before it has completed any useful task or of the class continuing to the end
with falling attendance and falling interest is in our opinion harmful to the
whole cause of literacy. There are alternatives available, such as the use of
another experienced animator from another nearby centre; we notice that some
animators (especially the women) are unwilling or unable to travel to other
villages to conduct evening literacy classes but this is not always true, and the
use of already experienced animators from other centres has much to commend
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it. both from the lesraers' point ot view and from the animator's paint of view.
But if this or mime other solution is not possible. then it is better not to run
oath a combs and to seek another more suitable location than to run a bad
dam.

Of course it is not always possible to identify those who ars likely to leave
during the course of the year's programme for soars reason or ether, asaialy
for limetly _rowan Bat it is *able to identify some of these - young girb
who are likely to get married, yerreg mu who are seeking other
and will take up the Rost fall-time job that comes Mang etc. 14:11g=lit
choose to employ as literacy animator, the agency amide to ensure that a
greeter sense of commitment exists and to foster this sense of commitinent
with enhanced job satisfaction, so that fewer ministers will leave at the first
opportunity.

Training and supporting the potential

Those who select animators seem to assume that all these attitudes are
resdy-asade. Their training is *wiped to provide new knowledge and skills
rather than to develop the coofidenos arid motivation of the animMors. But it
is clear that those animators who pamo. positive attitudes still need
considerable training mid support, for there is much within their rural
environment which will do.otivate them and little which will strengthen their
motivation and confidence. This task - enabling the animators to identify
those factors which will strengthen their motivation and build up their
confideace - is one of the tasks of the , it is pert of the concern which
every agency owes to the people they to p them with this difficult task.

lt is unrealistic LI expect that the sort of attitudes we wish the animators to
show will grow naturally. They have to be nurtured. fed, cultivated.
developed and strengthened. W. need to build up commitment even where it
already exists in part; we need to build up confldencs even where it already
exists in part; just as we need to build up knowledge and skills of teaching
even where these already exist in part.

The role we are asking the animators to perform is a very difficult one. We
must rotor') to this time and again, for until the agencies themselves
understand how difficult the role is and bow much support the animators will
need in order to perform it adequately, they will not be able to help the
animators as they should. literacy animators are eseentially change-agents.
because their work if properly done will lead to social change. They need to
be much better trained and much better supported in this work. For example,
if it takes a long time to help villagers to 'become aware '. bow can we expect
animatrrs to undertake this task if they themselves have only had some two
or three days of 'awareness training7 Until the animators not only gon do but

do what they are asking the learners to do (be aware, or to read regularly.
me) they will be ineffective. Much longer and more effective training, using
participatory methods, is essential for the success of the programme.

There is one aspect of the support of the animators which concerns us greatly.
When so many of the animators are women, the training and support of these
animators must take account of women's development. Women are increasingly
being used as trainers; and it is not impossible that some of the supervisors
too could be women.
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Using the potential

It is not given the time and willingness of the agency to undertake
the taa, to the strongly positive attitudes amona mmy of the
amattes. But building these up, cosintainisg them and utilag thm will
call for positive attitudes on the part of the spades towards the animators.
And in some cams, m we have seen, them do not mist. Until the agencies
drop their negative approach to the animators sad come to accept that the
animators are on the whole willing and able to work, they will sot be able
to encoursge these animators to make the best use of their own talents.

'Me following suggestions have arisen out of our work or have been made to
us during the course of our discussions:

a) rdsgmilggent: many animators sin or wish to be committed to the
programme. But they will tally become or remain committed if they see
commitment from the supervisors, preject officers and agencies who work
with them. Many animsten apparently believe that such commitment
is lacking and thus find it hard to Teiaill their own sense of belief in the
value of what they are being asked to do.

b) Bessomilks: continuity of contact between animators and learners is
necessary for effective learning. To this end, animators need
encouragement, feelings of recognition and success which are in
themselves rewards for their hard work, and better incentives to easure
that they do not leave for other jobs. Rarely do the agencies we visited
offer tokens of appreciation to the animators for the work they are doing:
a certificate of completion of the course might be one possible form of
recognition for the animater.

c) Expgriensn: an experienced animator is very often better than a new
animator. Many rural animators build up valuable experience which is
wasted because (unlike the urban animator) they are not used again.
Animators should be encouraged to continue to use and develop further
their newly gained skills and insights. A permanent cadre of trained
animators (w-hat was called by one of our respondents "a manpower
guild" - though many of these animators and indeed most of the
long-serving ones are in fact women) might be built up and drawn upon.
The process by which sea agency selects its own animators witMilt
liaison is seen to be wasteful. Some animators even now transfer easily
from the service of one agency to that of another. It is surely a better
use of scarce human and financial resources to use an animator more
than once.

One suggestion was for regional registers of experienced and valued animators.
This is not centralised sekction of animator& Our discussions have strongly
suggested that voluntary bodies in particular prefer animator selection to be
done by an independent and expert Udy rather than by a bureaucratic body:
and others have suggested that universities in particular lack the expertise to
make such selection, that the criteria they use are not always appropriate.
Rather the suggestion is that some record be kept of those who have served as
literacy animator with distinction (and there are many of these even among the
small sample we were able to meet) and that this list should be made available
to all those bodies who are planning and implementing a new programme of
literacy.
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d) atikidaf: where agencies hold negative attitudes towards the animators,
the 'gummier, tend more and more to behave inadequately. Agencies
become &motivators of the aniamitors the mere they aiticise them. The
agencies need to be intitli more positive towards the animators whose
commitment. experience, insights and expertise are often greater than
those of their gummier* and project officers.

Using tie, animators

There are many ways in which those animstors who possess relevant
experience and positive attitudes can be used by the agency:

a) by being invited to teach post-literacy in their own village with the seine
group of leamers or literacy with a new group of learners, lt is not
always w1 mhile constantly to move on to new villages rather than
consolidate in a village in which peogrese is being made. Such an
approach would indicate to the village concerned the commitment of the
affency-

b) by being invited to run a centre in a neighbouring village. We found a
willingness on the part of some (not all) of the animators to undertake
this work provided it was in a village where they were known. This
would o( course be more suitable to daytime classes than to evening
work.

c) by being invited to offer help informally to Dewer animators in
neighbouring villages; their advice and support and assistance through
the visits wh'h they could make to other animators in nearby villages
during the daytime (out of class time) to discuss the work would once
again indicate the concern of the agency for their animators. Some
would do this without remuneration; for others, a small sum could be
drawn from the training allocation within the existing budget.

d) by being invited to help the agency in planning the next phase of the
programme - in choosing the villages to be covered, the animators to
select, in the preparation of teaching-learning materials. etc. The use
of 'experts' to write primers and other materials, ignoring the animators.
is surely unacceptable: it stresses academic knowledge rather than
practical experience. It tells the animators who the agency considers to
be important (the academic) and who is thought to be unimportant (the
animator). Once again, the negative attitudes of the agencies towards
the animators need to be replaced by positive ones.

e) by being invited to help plan and conduct training courses t both
pre-service and in-service) of new animators. They have much to offer
hum their own experience - often more than the trainers have.

Much of this is already being done in several places. It needs to become more
systematic. It should be the urgent task of every agency to try to find ways
of using those talented and experienced animators they have helped to create.
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This last statement is perhaps the most important message of this survey. Our
final conclusion reiterates what has been the theme of this report from the
start - that there are many trained, experienced and cosnmitted animators in
the villages of Tamil Nadu - and of course elsewhere.

Nat to use these persons im not only wasteful ot developed or potential human
reeources. It reveals an attitude on the part at the agencies which
that thew animators are DO longer or wanted. Once they baton=
used by the agencies for their own purposes, they can be &spewed with. Such
a dehumanising attitude towards the animators suggests that the agency no
longer cares for them. This apparent lack of caring was a theme which came
through on several occasions in our discuesions.

Any lack of commitment to the literacy programme then would seem to come
more from the supervisors and agencies than from the animators - though the
latter too often lose their own motivation when they see the apparent lack of
motivation of those 'above' them

There are signs in some places that this is being apprecieted. Experienced
animators are being used in training and in planning new adult literacy
programmes. Thom who have already been trained are on occalion used as
resource persons when they attend further training courses. But much more
can be done to recognise these valuable persons who have given much
committed and relatively unreniunerated service to their own local communities.
We owe it to them to use them further. They are after all our partners.
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Introduction

Although the main study was aimed at animators in niral areas, an
opportunity arose to undertake the saine study with a small group of urban
literacy animators, those engaged by the YWCA in Madras. It is argued here
that tmang literacy in a town or eity is different from conducting literacy
dam in a village. for the rural environment is often without any of the
sumert systems which an urban environment can provide for literacy. The
reWance of learning literacy in a town is much mom apparent than in
village, and thus the motivation of the learners is likely to be very different.
And above all it ie much easier to employ animators more than once and thus
to build up a team of experienced animators who are tied to the agency by long
years of service and friendship. Since we did not possess any parallel urban
group eg 'mast which to tent the findings of this particular group of animators,
we decided to present the findings on their own in an appendix to the iain
report.

The process was slightly different from that employed in the main survey. The
sturnswas condiwted through a questionnaire. The prepared questionnaire was
in Bah and was given to the animMors to complete with some translation
facilities; but it became clear that there was some difficulty in understanding
the questions. The questions were thus presented a second time to the
animators collectively at one of their meetings, and the answers were written
'en moose'. Some of the responses thus were similar rather than individual.
though no suggestions were made by the researcher or supervisor who
conducted the session.

The questions we sought to answer through this survey were the same as those
in the main survey:

1. Did the animators feel that there was a distance between them and the
learners?

2. What are the animators' attitudes towards the learners?

3. What are the attitudes of the animators towards the task?

4. What are the attitudes of the animators towards themselves?

5. What are the attitudes of the animators towards the agency?

This report has been edited from the original written by Miss R Padmini, a
student on the Master's course in Adult and Continuing Education in the
University of Madras.
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L Distance between animators and learners?
Eight of the eleven animators came from the same 'village" in which their class
win held; eas lived one km away (though she took half an hour to walk to the
centre) and the other two lived some seven kms away. Thus most of them
were 5 to 10 admits§ walk away from the centre; the rest were within a
relatively easy bus ride from the centre.

All the animators and all the learners were women. Seven of the eleven
aninistors were married and hod families consisting of from three to five
children.

All the animators except two belonged to the Scheduled Caste; all the learners
belonged to the Scheduled Caste. Eight of the iuginators were Hindus. the
other three were Christian; the learner groups were mostly Hindu. The age
range of these animators was from 24 to 42; six were under 29 years of age.
4 were between 32 and 37, and one animator was 42 years old. On the whole
the boners were slightly younger: in six out of the eleven centres, an
average of 20 learners were younger than the animator and in the rest, an
average of 15 learners (half the class) were younger than the animator. ln
the centre taken by the animator who was 42 years old, all the learner, were
rustier.
The animators had no other occupation than their literacy teaching. The
mejority of the learners were &mastic helpers and others worked as daily
coolies. One of the learners was a self employed vendor.

The educational level of es& of the animators was almost the same. All of
them had taken their school Seal examinations; and all but one of them had
niesived a certificate for the training they had received in the teaching of
adults. Two of them knew bookbinding and held a certificate for this. One of
them was skilled in tailoring and puppetry.

The animators also read: they were all provided with women's magaziner by
the agency and they made use of them in their classes. Newspapers were
obtained for the learners. The agency also gave them Yetram. a magazine
specially published by the State Resource Centre for Tangl Nadu for literacy
animism.

The animators were chosen through an informal interview conducted by the
members of the Adult Education Cmmittee of the YWCA and the Supervisor.
Four of them had heard about the work from the Supervisor or another
animator and applied for it; three of them were recommended by the 'village'
president. two through another animator and the Supervisor, and one through
the Project Officer. Pill these animators had been working with the YWCA
without a break for a number of years ranging from two years to eight years.

None of them did any other form of social work. Two of them were involved
in local politics. They were on the whole somewhat better off than the learners
as well as being better educated. But some of them lived only on the meagre
salary paid for their literacy teaching as their husbands were unemployed.

The agency and the animators used the term 'village' to represent the urban
slum in which they worked, for it has many of the same characteristics and
lin= of the same structures as rural villages.
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2. The animators and the learners
It is clear that the animators knew their learners well. Some of them took
more than one class, but they still knew the learners by name.

The animators wire taught how to swinish) a regieter I. which the 'village'
3::phic statue, literacy levels, social status ate were recorded. This

a beas-line survey of the 'village' takes prior to the start of the
Attendance was marked in the register so that the animatorsczatts:;... of regularity and irregularity of attendance and drop-out rates.

In some classes, an average of 18 (out o( 30) attended regularly. Drop-outs
in some centres were 5 or , in other centres they were 2 to 3 only.

On tile whole the animators felt they were being successful. Eight out of the
eleven animators helped half (15) of their class to become fully literate; in six
centres, 15 of the learners acquired partial literacy skills, and in another 5
centre., 10 of the learners were semi-literates. After the ten months' pro-
gramme, in ten centres, ocity 5 learners remained completely illiterate, and
in one centre the number of illiterates was as high as 10. The lierformanee of
the literacy centres was felt to be in geoeral good; the involvement of the
hoarsen and the animators in the total learning process was felt, to be
considerable.

The animators were aware that some of the learners came to their centres for
other reasons than to learn literacy. A number came to learn about the
availability of medical facilities and to get help to solve the sanitation problems
in the locality. All of them wanted to learn handicrafts to increase their
income levels; almost all of them wanted to learn some useful and income
generating handicrafts like agarbathi, candle making and sewing. Some of
them came to the centre to learn to fill up bank forms. In one of the centres.
the learners hailed from Andhra Pradesh and they wanted to learn the local
language Tamil for functional purposes; they were employed as wage labourers.

Other learners came to the centres to learn about transport facilities, bus
boards, and the correct amount of their fares and wages; "they don't want to
be cheated". One of the animators said that her learners came to the centre
to learn about 'society': the area was the location of migrant workers where
all the incomen were quite new to one another; hence they felt the need of
knowing other people and coming close to one another. All the learners were
said tole very eager to learn to write the names of their family members.

The animators were also aware of the karnen' problems. All the learoen had
family problems, most of the time due to_ poverty end sometimes because of

Mnon-co-operative in-laws and husbands. ost of the animators helped the
learners by giving advice, but two of the tnimators said that they could not
do anything to solve the learners problems, Three of the animators had guided
their learners into starting cottage industries; this would help them to
alleviate their poverty. One of the animators involved herself with her learners
by ring to their houses and sharing their difficulties. She also tried to settle
their disputes. Another animator mentioned that she advised small family
norms to overcome poverty.

Six out of the eleven animators said that their learners did not have any major
problem in learning. In the other centres, the prIblems ranged from
difficulties in remembering alphabets to difficulties iu writing and slow
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lemming. Ow animator mentioaed that the learners horsed more quickly from
co-learners rather than from the teacher. In centres where Telugu was the
=dhow toque, the learners fousid it herd to learn Tamil.

Oli the whole the aninlet1W11 inprded the Isomers positively, the /serum ware
motivated ta leers but their poor ecosomic coadition created problems for their
learaiag. Thus the animators cried to motivate them to start some cottage
industry to lacrosse their income.

S. The animators and the job

All the animaters mid that they liked the job, that they got satisfaction from
teething the illiterates. Six out of the eleven inenhosed that their close
costae& with the borners made them happy, and they fek proud that they
were being sought after for help at the time of their troubles. Three of them
fek quite content and happy about their job, that they were doing samething
to create awareness omong the Isomers. One animator mid that she felt
happy that she =lightens lb. people who ars in darken= On the whole all
the animators liked the job and wore quite content with what they were doing.

When asked what they did not like about the job, the difficulties they
identified ranged from accommodation to lack of interest cm the pait of same
of the learners. Two of the animators menticeled lack of space sad veatilation.
Another two mentioned lack of sanitary facilities. Quarrels between the
learners also created problems for some, as did the lack of motivation of some
of the learners. Animators approached the 'tillage' leaders to settle
accommodation problems, if any. One or two animators mobilised their
learners and took them to the City Corporation Office to ask for Foper
sanitary facilities; they agreed to work together in such matters.

There were however some drawbacks. The majority (MD of the animators
said that the irregular attendance of the learners made them discouraged and
three of them mentioned the lack of punctuality as the cause of their
unhappiness; they felt that the regular attendance of the learners motivated
one another. The animators were al= uthappy at the non ation of
village leaders and at the lack of space. One complained that the learners in
her centre wanted her to go to their homes each day and invite them
personally to come to the centre.

In what ways did the animators help the learners to overcome their learning
problems? The response of the aLimators was rather similar. They said that
they ueed visual materials like flash cards, picture charts and fianellograph:
the use of these materials was taught to them during their literacy training.
They also said that they asked the learners to practice at home regularly to
help their retention.

The agency provided basic teaching materials such as primers. notebooks.
board, pencils, newspapers etc. They also supplied sewing machines to some
centres. All the animators prepared picture charts. letter cards and card
boards in order to facilitate learning literacy skills. Training for preparing
these materials was given during the initial training period. One animator
said that she prepared supplementary readers and other materials for her
learners. Another animator said that she used diagrams to explain to the
learners. Some used story books to make the learning interesting.
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Eves though ode three af the animators had television seta at home, all the
animaters watched tolerant education programmes; they shoo encourapil their
learners to watch the mune, and afterwards they discussed the programme in
the clean

Ahanat all the animaters said that they were willing to take another literacy
course. Ons resew for Wing the job was that they could Amish their
lennehold activities well outside the clew hours; since this job had less
working hours than many other jobs, the animators had anoug/h time for
cooking and the care for their dams elk canonic One aaimaier however cited
family non-co-operation as the reams for her unwillirposs to take another
course. The majority of them are sot willing to work if they aro not phi; in
two cases the saimitare are the only members in their family. Three
d the animetors said they wet* willing to tak, another literacy course oven if
they were not paid.

4. The animator and herself
Whoa asked what skilL the animators felt they poseessed to help them with
their task, some of them did not ineatioo the &ills they in act possessed,
for sample book-binding and . However, all the animators
indicated that they were skilled in singing. Singing practice was given as a
Coomif the training course to the animators; they were instructed to teach the

soap. This may be the moon why all the animators
mentioned=g as an important skill.

The training course was clearly important to theme anmators. They all felt
that they had pined orrage and self-coofidence to fate the adult learners
after the one moth training given by the agency. Apart from the siaging,
some of them meutioned acting and saz of them said that they now possessed
teaching skills. Three of the =imams mentioned eloquence as an ability they

=sto be a good animator, and four of them felt that an ability to adapt
to the surroundings was an added quality to be a good animator

which they had.

But on the whole the animators still did not seem to have a very high opinion
of themselves. Some of the animators felt that they were not for any
other job and hence they were not searching for any other . Five of the
eleven had sought the job of literacy animators, having of it from
different sources such as project officer, supervisor, village leader ar =other
animator. The others were persuaded to take the task. Every one of the
animators mentiooed that she was a bit reluctant in the beginning. The reason
given was lack of courage and self-confidence. Two of the animators, being
outsiders, were scared to face their adult learners because they did not know
bow the learners would reatt. But after the one month training course, they
gained confidence so that they could face the adult learners in the classes and
teach them.

5. The animator and the agency

These animators clearly had high regard for the agency for which they
worked and looked to it for a good deal of their contiouing support.

MI the animators had received pre-service traininf for one month. The main
thrust of the programme was preparing teaching-learning materials and
methods of approaching adult learners. SuNiequent to this, they had ten days
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training at the YWCA. They learned handicrafts and learning thrck.gh games
and songs. All the animaters felt that they should have had more trng.

On a continuing basis, the animators met the supervisor rgularly. Most of
the animators (10/11) said that they met the supirvisur mace in every tea days;
the ether Magiliter Int the supervisor daily - they were from the same area.

These meetings were %molly coaearned with teaching matters - materials and
methods. The ariimators clarified their doubts which area in the lessons.
Ideas and guidance about leeching handicrafts were obtained fivm the
aup_ervisor One animator mentioned that she discussed the leartiers' needs
with the supervisor. The altimeters expressed their need to be skilled ia public
speaking; they would welcome more training.

4art from the supervisor, the animators clearly looked to each other for some
of their eupport. There was a high level of ceeparation betweee these
animators. All of th-...= except two lived in and so th, met each
other almost every day. They were very IMO ellhi other. They talked
about the t= concerning the centres and arranpd interaction simians
among the . They also talked about the rakes faced by the learners
and how they tack/6d problems. ...One animator fflised the need of
having the support from everyone, including the village leaders. One or two
of them menboned doctors also as source of support.

These animators clearly felt that they had much to offer to the agency. MI of
them were ; they held a very impreesive record in this, with two
to eight years unbroken literacy teaching evanesce. But they were not
involved in the selection of the centre; this was done by the 'village heads
with the learners.

The animators had clear ideas how the work of the centres could be improved.
Three of them said that they needed audio visual equipment to show films and

documentaries to the learners; others suggested the use of television
educational programmes to facilitate learning. Two of them had asked for
proper ventilation and more space fe- their centre. Several of them had asked
tor newspapers.

All of them had ideas about follow-up to their courses. Four of them suggested
that the learners should form a union or organisation to start cottage
industries. They believed that handicrafts should be !smelt in such continuing
education classes. The animators had talked about the advantages of
contiouing education in their adult education classes and had encouraged the
learners to come to classes even after the literacy course had finished.

And all the animators had ideas about the development of the places in which
they taught The suggestions were mostly in the areas of ckanliness and
hygiene. They also stressed immunisation and child care. Two of them
suggaited that the eradication of superstition and the bringiog of awareness
would help the development of their community. Some also suggested the
encouragement of small scale industry and small savings.

The agency was r:warcied highly by the animators; all of them had good things
to say about the nforCA. They indicated that they would like to keep in touch
with it even after they had finished the course. All of them would like to come
back to teach but three of them would prefer a permanent government job
rather than this.
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TABLES

Animators Loarnen
S V U S V U

itellk 13
BC 2
Mixed

15

12
Christian 3
Mixed

Al KM
17-33ref; 9

20-29 4
30+ 2

learners in general:
older than *Du; 4tor
Younier
ISM

yfflage
same 15
colony
other place

own home:
own 9
other
not known 6

31a
unempl 15
empl

rYPe of job:
agnc 14
non-agric 1

Marital status
single 10
method 5

12 21 13 12 21
3 1 2 1 1

2

8 19 16 8 19
7 3 6 3

1

12 16 15 12 15
3 5 3

7

17-35 16-36
4 7
8 7
3 5

11 3 3
3 10

1 1 8

6 22
4
2

3 19
12 3

6 15
4 7

7 6
4 16

10 8
5 14

3 6
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ernatinew SCHEDULE

here the scheduis (efightly amended) which we used (after extensive
mod discussion) in the above server those who use it should adept

ET r ism* their own needs and net take it garb as it 'lauds. We surselves
woad leeks semi alteration's is it now. The questienesim used in the YWCA
survey was Woad en this schedule: the tracer study questionnaire was simpler
but inchskid a section about what activities the aninaMore had done OM*
ending thek literacy animators' programme: for mason of space. these two
parts of the wormy are not printed here.

Notes to the interviewer:

1. If possible, take an assistant with you to record responses: if you take
a taper's:order, make sure it I. working Infocealam and take a spare
set of calls with you.
Record precisely what is said: do not rewrite.

3. Do not suggest (hinp to the animator to help him/her; do not prompt.
4. On the other hand, if the animater doss not answer tbe question but

says something different, then repeat the question (sometimes using
different words) until we get an antiwar which seem to fit the question.

5. Sometimes you muiit accept that the animator cannot answer the

6.
Erat all; I. that case, pass on to the next section.

As to ezplore the subject kw .yourself with direct or indirect
queetions: do not feel tied to the hat below. For example, if the
animator makes an interestmg statement, you can supplement your
enquiry by asking her, "Why do you say thatr etc

7. On the other hand. do not take too much time; the interview should
not take longer than 45 minutes.

8. Please remember that we want to find out about the attitudes and
°pintoes of the animator, what they thOli or M, not so much

9. Try to pilot this interview schedule twice before starting on the real
reaearch; and try to see for yourself exactly what we are trying to find
out in each section.

Note: the word 'Centre' used here means the class meeting.

SECTION 1: PERSONAL DATA

la) Collect the following personal data (tick each item as you ask them):
name; name of village they live in; if they have recently unwed:

gea; caste; religion; age; whether married or single; whethervirwith parents or with husband; whether in nuclear or extended
family; number and ages of children if any.

lb) Ask about education a) at school (even if failed or did not complete
the course or take the leaving examination); b) since leaving school
(craft courses, technical training, formal and nonforma) programmes etc),
both certificated and ted.

lc) Aak if they feel they possess any personal skills without formal
training.

14) Ask if they do much reading now at home: if so. what? - magazines,
newspapers, books; how do they get this material? do they borrow
from the library etc?
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2. OCCUPATIONS AND SOCIAL STATUS

We west to khow about the occttpations and social status of the animator and
hieher family:

2s) Ask if the animator has any iiaid job ethic than bele; =husky -
whether it is monthly paid or a wage job. How many
have they bees working at that jab If they have ream* changed their
job, what was the previous job? Do they work inside or outaid. the
village? And bow much do they earn (apart from the animator job)? If
it is only part-time, how many hours do they work?

2b) Ask them if they have any Imo job - for example, social work with a
voluntary body or political organisation etc; if so, how many years/
months have they been working at it? What kind of work do they do?

2c) And (for women) ask them what is the job of their father/husband; (for
n+-.11) if their wife has any paid or unpaid job outside of the home.

2d) whether any member of their family holds any position of status in
the village or area around; whether they or members of their family
are mm.s of any villap formal nr ioformal body or organisation;
whether members of their laly own land, and if so, how much.

3. THE ADULT EDUCATION/DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

We next turn to the programme they are working in as animator.

3a) Ask them the name of the village in which their animator work takes
place; if this is different from the village they now live in. ask them
whether they have any connection with that village - e.g. if they once
lived there. How far is it from their home village?

3b) Ask them if the Centre is held in their own home/garden or in some
other building; whether it 's at the heart of the village/colony/hamlet or
outside the village.

3c) If the Centre is not in their own house, we want to know if it is a long
way from their home or if it is nearby. So ask them whether their home
is m the centre of the villageihamlet/colony or on the edge; how far
away the Centre is from where they live; and how they get to the
Centre - by buWwalk/cycle/other means

Do they feel that the Centre is held in a place which is both affessible
to the kernes? and which is IsteEdAle to the learners?

3d) Does the animator know if there are any other adult education/
development Centres in the village; if so. how many; who runs them?
How often does the animator meet with other animators and micro-level
development workers in the same village/area? How useful does he/she
feel these meotings are?

3e) Does the animator know who chose the venue for the Centre? Who chose
the timing of the class meeting?
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4. KNOWING 1115 LEARNERS

We want to know how well the animator knows the learners, so ask him/her

4k) How many learners are regular attenders? bow many come occasionally?
how many have dropped out altogether? Do not let the animator look
at the register but set them to say what heap thinks.

4b) Doss the animator know how many of the learners are completely illiter-
ate and how many are school dropouts? If the animator does not know,
say so.

4c) Does the animator think that the maioritt of the learners are older or
younger than the animator? Perhaps the animator can give the age of
the oldest and the youngest learners in the group.

44) Does the mnimator know what are the main occupations of the learners;
the religion; the caste or class of the group of learners?

4e) Ask the animator ter say what than. literacy', do the learners
come to the class for? what want to learn? Ask this
question first, before jrou ask t the animator thinks the learners
want to learn literacy for; how do they want to use literacy?

5. THE ANIMATOR'S TASK

Nest, we want to see how the animator thinks about the tasks involved in
being an animator. So we want to know:

5a) Is this the first time they have been an animator? Ask for details of all
other previous occasions - date, place; type of programme; length of
time etc

fib) Ask the animator why they do this job. They will probably give you a
general reason like "to teach literacy, to do good" etc. So go on to ask
other questions: would they do it if they were not paid? if they got the
offer of anoth .ffl job, would they give up tin teak of animator?

5c) Ask them if they like doing the job. All of them will say 'Yee% so try
to ask them what it is about the job that they like - what are the Rio
things, the rewarding things, the things that please them, make them
feel good. Do not suggest things to them, but you could ask what part
of tbe activity of being an animator they like the best.

Equally. ask them about the Baggy things, what part of the activity of
being an animator they like the least.
In the mid, they may not be able to answer these two questions, so
spend some USW on them and then pus on to the next set.

5d) Aeother difficult question for you as interviewer. We want to know if
they would like to be an animator again, or if they dislike the work so
much that they will never do it again. Some of them will reply that
they gonna be ao animator again far ooe reason or another. That is not
the question. The question is, would they likt to do it again? Would
they do it - in the same village? in a village they are familiar with? in
another nearby village they do not know well?
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5e) We want to know how
the first time); whether a for the job; whether they asked

as animator this time (not

anyone to hob them get to recommend them; or whether
them

rehsetant to do it when first asked? If so, Did they have an
to take ,job? Were theyseeesons (who?) ewe to ask

interview - formal or informal? if so, who by where? And what do
they think they possessed which would make them a good animMor?

6. TRAINING AND SUPPORT

And now for training: not just the formal pre-service and the less formal
in-service training programmes offered by the agency but also the on-going
support they receive while engaged in the task.

6a) What ore-setvice training did they receive? whca did this take place?
for how long? who conducted it and what happened?

What was the most pseful part of this pre-service training which helped
them most with their animator's activities?

6b) Ask the same questions about in-eeyice trainingg: what kind of training;
where; how king; who gave it; w t happened.

What was the moat useful part of this in-service training which belped
them most with their animator's activities?

6c) Ask if the animator has ever said to anyone that they would like to go
to borne more training courses? (If you ask them if they would like to
Fo to more courses, almost everybody will say 'yes"; so Me telt is to see
if they have ever expressed this opinion to anybody else before you met
them).

6d) Ask how often they see their supervisor and what they talk about when
they meet. Do these meetings take place during the class/in their homes/
at the su sor's headquarters/ another place? What was the most
useful talk they ever had with their supervisor?

6e) And what kind of help would they like to have with their class activities?
Who could give them that help?

7. TEACHING

We want them to look at their teaching activities; and we want to see if they
are innovative, so ask them:

7a) What kind of resources/equipment were provided for the Centre/class;
what do they feel they need? Did the animator provide any of this for
themselves? Does the animator have a TV set; if so, does he/she watch
any programmes with 4e learners?

7b) What are the main difficulties the animator has in teaching the learners?
Here we want to get the animators te talk about theme yes as teachers,
not about the main difficulties the learners have in learning (that comes
below in 8b) ; what. are their major problems in taking the class,
instructing the learners?
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7c) If the animetor has any problems with the class, doss Want have any
helpers or advisers to turn to? Who is their best friend (ia terms of
bung ea animator)? Mk 07 3 them to tell you about any particular

rather than a general Matement: we want to see if they telk
to anyone in the village about the class work.

7d) Has the animator prepared any materiels or used any new methods in
the class for themselves? If so, ask them what these are. Did the
animator consult the limners when ereperlag this material or method?
did they talk to the supervisor abou ( them? If the answer is `no', ask
them 'why not?' But if the answer is 'yes', ask the animator what the
supervisor said in reply.

7e) Looking back on the class, what sort of help would the animstor have
liked to have received while they were working as animator?

8. LEARNERS LEARNING

Now we want tu see what the animators think about the learners in the class
as well as about the teaching. So we want you to ask the animators:

8a) Whether the animator thinks the learners in their Centre are motivated
to learn literacy or whether they are reluctant learners. If the answer is
'no. they don't want to learn', then ask 'why not? why do the learners
come if they don't want to learn? and how can you help them to want
to learn?'

8b) Can the animstors suggest some o( the big difficulties which the kgrting
have in learning. Hexe we are talking about the learners learning.
while in 7b) we were looking at the teachers teaching. Do not prompt
too much: if the animator cannot see the difference, then we must
accept this.

8c1 If the animator can suggest aome of these big difficulties, then probe a
little deeper: for example, if the animator says that the learners do not
come regularly, ask why this is so; or if it is that the learners cannot
remember things, ask why this is so.

8d) If the animator is able to suggest some of these big difficulties, ask
hindher if they as animators have found any way to help the learners
to overcome these difficulties.

9. ANIMATOR'S LEARNING

We have nearly finished. We now want to see how much experience the
animator has gained and how they want to use this experience. First the
experience:

9a) Does the animator have any suggestions to make as to how their Centre
could have been better - anything at all.

9b) Follow-up: Does the animator know if the learners plan to continue to
meet as a group after the end of the course; and if eo. will the
animator meet the learners as a grow after the end of the course? Has
anyone asked the animator to continue with this same group of learners
in a follow up programme?
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If asked to do so, would tbe animator do it: - if paid; if not paid?

9e) Can (he animator suggest any follow up which might be useftil to hidlier
group of learners?

9d) We want to try to find out what the animator feels about the
which employs o7 3 thew So ask whether the animator would CIctlo
keep in touch with the providing waxy ar organisation after the class
has ended - and why? or why not?

9e) Now for their career what doss the animatar_plan to do nest? is be/she
for a job? lf so, what sort of job? Try to distinguish between

irenket responses 'yes, I want a job'; vague plans: 'yes, I'm looking for
teaching post% and definite 'yes, -I've applied to ... '

91) And finally, can the animator suggest any ways in which their village
can be improved? What are the developmental needs of the village? And
does the minister think that there are any ways in which he/she could
now help to get things done in their village?

IG. GENERAL CONCLUSION

By now, both you and the animator may be exhausted. But if they want to
say anything else about the Centre, just let them talk and note down what
moms to you to be the most important things they toll you. If they talk a
great &al, then ssy to them that they have told you many thinp and that
you cannot write it all down, so can gra tell you what are the most
important things they want to pass on to you. Let them chow t.

We wish you well with this task.

Elias
Ranjinadoss
Rollers

Madras. October 1987
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Mainers in Maras* a pilot attitudinal study of rural literacy

instructors in Tanui Nadu, India

This report of a research project undertaken in 19874 indicates some
of the ways in which the attitudes held by literacy animators towards
themselves, towards the importance of their task, towards the learners in

their classes, and towards the agencies who employ them will influence

their commftment and effectiveness.
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